
Mir, Richard L. Huff, Co-Director 3/16/90 OIP 
Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 20530 89-1077 &1123 
Dear Mr. Huff, 

. Your letter of the 14th makes me wonder if I an better of with your usual practice, oF ignoring my appeaks, or with your lying, as you do in this letter. (I ignore another alternative because c—director Metcalfe used it only once, referring my appeal from an FBI decision to the FBI for response. I guess I should say overtly once.) ~~ 
“mong the basic things to which you do not respond at all is the fact that in the disclosure of some of these records about me to a third party the covering FBI sheet, a copy of which I sent you, says I am the "subject" of the requewte It has to be apparent — from your letter that if you are not lying about this the FBL certainly did! 
My appeal foun the FBI's failure to respond to my request for the infornatifgy relating to the disclosure of records relating to me was {a simple reyuest requiring no search at all} wes last June. Are you that far behind in responding to simple appeals? 

i 

You begin by referring to your urther investigation." Besides the fact that you 
cleurly have done nothing that can reasonablg be called an investigation, you did have a member of your staff speak to a lawyer friend who does not represent me in this but he 
did not dpeak to me and he did not respond to the letter I then addressed to him. So I 
have another wonder: am I better off when you “inve:tigate" and then lie about it or gust 
ignore me? 

this is in the second paragraph of your letter. I ignore the nonsese that follows 
inuediately and quote the last sentence in that paragraph: "As you know (and I sure as ® hell don't know any such thing!) at that time FOTA processing was in its infancy at the bur~ eau, law enforcement records having been exenpt from the FOIA in their entireties prior to 
41975." 

I remembér very well how the FBI rewrote the 1966 act using me to do it - in the 
case over which the Vongress anended the judicial rewriting of the Act to restore its 
original and legislated intent. It accoriplished that by lying under oath by the FBI and 
by lying to the court through its counsel. It prevailed in that case by telling the court 
that the attorney general decided it would not be in the "national interest" to disclose 
those non~secret records to ne. “his not only was a lie, as my counsel thereafter was 
able to prove, but it is, according to the legislative history of the 1966 &ct,a reason 
for that act, "national interest" having been the excuse for not complying with the pro- 
visions of what + believe was called the administrative Fractises Act. The legislative 
history is quite specific, "national interest" was not an excuse for withholding. 

Noreover, until the PBI decided it could rewrite the act before the judge sitting 
on that case, it had disclosed law enforcement records to me. 

FOIA was dnacted in 1966. You are now telling me, withough shame, that were the 
date to be 1975, as it was not, "FOIA processing was in its infancy"? 

The Meerpol records were not processed in 1975. haybe the lawsuit was filed then: 
but the processinz: lasted some time, s¥veral years. and the amendments were the year 
before anyway. My initial request for all the records relating to me was in 1975, but 
the FBI did not process any of them then. It was quite some time later before it pro- 
cessed any. and it was quite some tine after that that + began to appeal. And appeal. 
and appeal. So where do you get off with that 1975 jazz? 

Iwas before the same judge at the same tine as the “eerpol brothers. That judge 
asked the Department, through Civil Division, and me to cooperate with your office, then 
headed by Quin Shea, The Civil Division lawyer refused to #0 there byt my lawyer and I 
went there directly from the comrt room. “o do what the Judge and your office asked of 
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me I went to an inordinate amount of trouble and work and for me considerable expense 

after I was firgt hospitalized for venous, thrombosis and your office, unless it threw them 
away, has ts overfilled file drawers. Cr at least By coplew take up 4he6d full drawers. 
Most of these are not related to my requests for records on me but there is an abundance 

of those appeals in it, More than enough to cause you embarrassment ogi you can get 
embarrassed over any of this - should, say, the Congress get interested. THose appeals 

are thoroughly documented, ana the appeals relating to records on me have countless copies 

of HK FBI records attached giving the file and often serial identifications of other 

relevant records still withheld. . 

4nd this does not include the many,many hours spent in personal conferences with 

your office. This included my citations of existing records on or about me. 

Your next paragraph is a lie from beginning to end. You say in it that in those 

"infancy" days the FBI was processing only main files. It was searching "see" references 
in 1975 and in addition to the mginy other sources available to you, assuming you are 
ignorant enough about your function and responsibilities not to know it, is my ow 1975 
litigation in which the FBI testifed to searching "see" referenfes. 

Hioreover, most of the records on me it provided to me beginning quite long ago are 

cross-references, or "see" references. 

The last sentence in this paragrpah says you “have been assured by the FBI that it 

isemmm~w has now processed all referen€es to" mee Maybe Moschella did tell you that, but you 

have my letter to him responding to his, that I have been provided with ali records to 
which I am indexed, telling him that is a lie and giving him proof. Yofwhat i& yout 

appeals function, the reiterate BBI lies and ignore documentation of them? 

The fact is that some of the records ou me relased in the Silvermasterfase recorts 

(I thelnk the FBI refers to it as the Gregory ease) were require: to have beén searched 
through the BBI indices in my C.4. 75-1996. I requested all records of all electronic 
surveillances on a number of people, of whom I am one. (That lawsuit Gentered on the 
ning assassination records.) The FBI indexes those records under subject, over_heurd and 

mentioned. It assured that court that I am not in the electronic-surveillance indices and 
so told you office. It lied end your office |Sécepted that lie then as you do now. More- 

over, as I told you and you could not possibly have checked and written me this letter, 
I an in several other files holding electronic surveillance reoords and i hanve copies 

of some of those records that were disclosed to others. 

Your next paragrpah refers to the Silvermaster records being in the Heerpol case 
and thus are disclosed. But that ignores my ancient appeal relating to precisely those 

records. I was given copies of some that made no reference to me but what 1 saw in them 

led me to believe that I also was in that file. I then filed an appeal stating that I had 

reasons to believe that records responsive to my request were in that file and I was lied 
to and told that I was not in them, This is to say that in addition to giving me fglsehoods 
in pretended response you are also ignoring the fac> that I did appeal the specific with- 

holding as well as the fact that dnly last year the FBI _gtated that I am the "subject" 
of the request under which those records were disclosed to a third party. 

You follow this with « real doozer: the importance of the Rostaberg case records 
recognized by the Depity Attorney General. That, an I fo presume, is a more important 
finding than that of several attorneys “General, or in the case 1 cite above, the King case? 

Of Mr. tyler's decision you say that "the FBI has only withheld information relating to 

third parties in those files when the information itself is of a derogatory wasetmex 

character." Where have you been? What have you been doing? Most of the withholdings of 

names in the JFK and King assassination cases have been of those where there is no dero- 
gatory information! Are you yelling me that the decisipn of 4ttorney's General are not as 

important as that of a deputy, or that the Siivermaster records are more important than 

those relating to the assassination of a President or a man like Dr. “ing? 

You assure me I was “in no way singled out for special treatment." You do fot say 
whether you mean by the FBI, by your office or both. In any event, the record is more



than abundantly clear, this is false as it relates to both. I don't think any more than 

I have already stated with regard to the .F3i in this letter is needed to make the point 
but I add to what I say about you and yeut offife a recent illustration. For the sake 
of what reputation you may think your office has please explain to me how it is not 

singling me out for special treatment to tell me that if I provide you with the information 
I gave you a half-year earlier you will put that appeal on the bottom of the stack. 

this is relevant to what you wrote me about.The FBI sent me records without any 

FOIPA nunber with them. lly appeal was specific in stating this. I also told you when I 

received those records. You needed no more to make specific identification of them but 
you rejected my re-uest.on the false basis that + had not provided proper identification. 

. If I am not mistaken, you once told me that nobody had ever provided your office 

woth as nuch information and assistance as I had. I have no way of knowing what you 

kept and what you threw out. i also have no way of knowing what you know personally, other 

than what Lfwrote you, all of which 7 do not pretend to remember, Or who drafted the 
letter for you or what he or she kigus, if the other initials refer to such an associate. 

But I do know this: I have copies of what I gave your office, including the attach 
nert~ef FBI records. And I am telling you now, and not for the first time, that there just 

cannot be any question about it, the FBI hag and it knows it has quite a few records 
responsive to ny 1975 request and the numerous repetitions of it and my many,many appeals. 

Unless you can show me older cases, I am entitled, under the act and your regulations, 

to this matter being handled on a first-in basis. I am asking you now for your assurance 
that at this late date I will get it, and without any more of these self-sertin: lies, 
whether to you, by you or both, 

I am outrgged that at this late date you, plural, are behaving this badly. I am 

well aware of the many limitations I suffer but if I do not get a meanigful and honest 
assurance that you will abide by the law I will see what + can do. I do not know whether 

any Senator of Vongressman can be interested but I may decide to find out. + understand 
that recently Congressman Edwards held some hearings. 

and I remind you that in 1977 The Senate hearings included what I had nothing to do 

with, questions asked of the FBI and the Yepartment about some 25 of my requests that_ 
had been entirely ignored. The Department assured the Senate that that would change. +t 
did not change, witness this letter of yours. , 

There is another part of this matter that you ignore, the Hayne vase records. 

The FBI and various Department components have undisclosed records for which no claim to 
exemption has been made. Thisi.also was the subjsct of many appeals. They are part of the 
records ignored under my 1975 requests for records on or about me. Hy appeal to you 

identified records identified in those that were disclosed that remain withheld. 4nd what 
was disclosed is but a fraction of all the records of all components. ‘our office even 
asked the office of the United Stutes Attbrneys to comply with that request and was content 

to have been ignored. The case was in Washington and the papers were full of it, although 

what #las recently disclosed does not include so much as a single clipping. I thjnk that I 

am entitled to some responsiveness from you on this, and promptly, unless there are in 

your office matters that by going: back to before 1975 might be entitled to precedence. 

You should remember all the invocations of the Open America decision. and your assurances 
of living by it. ; 

I don't think you need any information of asssitance from me but if you do, to the 

degree I am cupable I will provide it. 

Sincerely, 

noe f r / 

new ane di lekes ad 
i 

Harold Weisberg



In the middle paragraph on page 2 I state I wus given copies of FBI surveillance 
records that do include me. I was not given those copies by the FBI, They came fron 
others to whom the FBI had disclosed them, They were processed long after 1975 and my 
name was disclosed without my permission. The Meerpol records I refer to in the next 
paragraph also were disclosed to others who gave me the copies. The FBI did not give 
them to me, 

Aside from the fact that it is a Gargantuan lie in the last full paragraph on 
this page for you to say, as I there quote, yak that the FBI was withholding derdgatory 
information from disclosed main files in that time frame, it even offered me very derro~ 
gatory information I did not want. ds well as the fact that it was then disclosing such 
information about me. »s an example of the FUI's practise being the exact opposite of 
what you represent, it offered me its tapes of the wiretaps and bugs it had on Marina 
Oswald. I was shocked by what it had already disclosed about her — who she slept with and 
when and where, how she explained it, the fact that she had and discussed with woman 
friends notturnal sexual fantasies - even the content of her discussions with her lawyers. 
It disclosed to me the name of a woman with whou Jerry Ray slept. Tyere is more like 
this in what it disclosed, both personal and political. It even circulated defamatory 
personal information about young black women to the employers of their closer relatives 
in an unhidden effort to get them fired. and it behaved in a similar and to me quite 
reprehensible manner with respect to a young white woman who was associating with blacks, 

where it undertook to damage the business of her parents. 

You are just saybng anything at all that can appear to explain the facts away 
and they are very big lies that you state. 

In all the above instances the FBI withheld no names. Not of the women, or of their 

male friends, or of the blick men who allegedly used drugs and misused medicines, or of 

the relatives or their employers or of the businesses. 

You conclude by saying you cannot do anything about the #BI's disclosure of informa- 

f$ion about me where I was not the subject of the FBI's investigatory interest. Based on 

the very long record I have with the FBI in court and out this is absolutely false. You 

also duck what J asked you, whether or not such disclosure violates a criminal prowision 

of the Privacy act. Going back to the very first days of ny 1975 King case the FBI's 

recor “a of withholdings is as opposite of your representation as ig could possibly be. 

Moreover, the Privacy Act did then, supposedly, control what the FBI could and could not 
disclose properly.It is not that you can't do anything -.it is that you will not. Why I 

can only conjecture. And as I think back over the record of your office, under you, I 
cannot think of an instance in which you have not supported the FBI in its withholding 

of names whefe the information was not derrogatory - even when the names had been dis- 

ttlosed officially. 4nd this includes withholdings Mmm In the records disclosed to me last 
June, where you have not acted on that appeal and thus support the FBI's withholdings. 

I have had more experience with official mendacity than any one could fpossibly 

want, but as I think back over that I cannot recall anything that approximate the totality 
of the dishonesty in this letter of yours. “his is the record you have made for yourself 

and by which, to the extent they will be of interest to others in the future, it is the 

record of you in your official capacity for history. /, 

iadg 
i" pve


